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Paboco A/S is searching for a Senior CAD Engineer 

We are Paboco, the paper bottle company, we are changing the bottle industry for good by 

designing for circularity using renewable materials. 

The paper bottle project is an innovation community joining some of the world's leading players in 

materials, design and technology; united by the vision to create the world's first fully bio-based 

and recyclable paper bottle. www.paboco.com  

We are now seeking a new employee to strengthen our engineering team. 

Now you have the chance to be part of an incredible strong team, consisting of specialists from 

within the paper manufacturing and bottle production industry.  

Job responsibilities 

As a Senior CAD Engineer at Paboco you play a key role for the company to technically enable the 

next steps towards commercialization. You envision virtual concepts and robust designs based on 

ideas from yourself and the team. The focus will be on design and engineering moulds for Paboco 

Core Technology including relevant documentation and drawings for manufacturing.  

Further, it is your responsibility to enable economical optimized solutions, in terms of purchasing, 

manufacturability and durability. 

In addition, it is within your responsibility to purchase the necessary supply items from external 

companies and coordinate timings. You will report to the Technical Director. 

Job skills and qualifications 

 Bachelor’s degree in engineering or similar  

 Minimum 5 years of experience in CAD engineering, preferably Solid Works knowledge 

 Experience from packaging industry and its standards is a plus 

 Experience in machine and mould construction 

 Excellent problem-solving skills 

 Strong teaming & communication abilities 

 Great English skills both written and oral 

 A creative mind and problem solver 

 A true drive for a more sustainable future 

 Ambitious and strive to always do better 

Paper Bottle Co. A/S 

Fabriksvangen 5 

DK-3550 Slangerup 
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+45 47 33 38 30 
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Paboco A/S is an international tech scale up working to change the bottle industry for good. Our 

focus is within research and development in the paper, barrier and bottle processing and 

manufacturing. Paboco is situated in Slangerup in northern Zealand near Copenhagen.  We have 

close collaboration with the industry through our owners, Swedish BillerudKorsnäs paper 

packaging solutions provider and the Austrian Alpla, bottle manufacturing specialist. We have a 

strong sustainable drive and vision to change the packaging industry, and here you will have the 

chance to contribute to our vision towards a more sustainable everyday life. As we make the 

company grow you will have the opportunity to grow with us.  

Selection is continuous and the last date to apply is Mar 20th: 

If you want more information or to apply for this role, please contact or send your CV and 

personal letter to: 

Florian Müller, CTO florian.mueller@paboco.com +43 664 889 315 19 

or 

Gittan Schiöld, CEO gittan.schiold@paboco +46 70 615 65 09 
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